SOdesigns has an understanding and appreciation of the elements of modern
contemporary design across the board, from the initial planning of the project,
right the way through to the lighting, decorating and final touches.

INTERPRET AND CREATE
SOdesigns specialises in both residential and commercial ventures, and has
a real ability to interpret and create amazing spaces utilising the principle
that less is more.
The team has built up experience in design and management, and
therefore offers a full service that includes Interior Architecture, Decoration,
Consultancy, Project Management and much more.
A supplier base has been built up to ensure that only top of the range
products and craftsmen are used.
Our team’s experience ensures that our clients really do get the best service,
superior design and quality workmanship without the stress usually
attributed to this unsettling process.

FROM CONCEPT TO COMPLETITION
SOdesigns specialises in cutting edge interior solutions, whether it is renovation, decoration and design
or project management. From concept to completion, the philosophy behind this company is one of
simplicity and modernity. There is an underlying clarity in the shape and form of modern design and
architecture that the team as SOdesigns understands.
Contemporary designs are defined by clean lines and a lack of clutter. Utilising the principles of Frank
Lloyd Wright that form and function should be one, SO designs’ creations are clean, modern, stylish and
elegant. This ideal is put into practice throughout the planning of all projects.
From the initial design of the area, right up to the selection and placement of furniture and art work the
space created is sleek, elegant, and modern, with crisp, clean lines. Each element of the final design is
carefully thought out and deliberately placed in order to allow the space to speak for itself.
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